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Where do we go today?

• DANS and RDM
• DMP developments
• Horror and hooray
• How do you like these DMP sample texts?



DANS: Data Archiving and Networked 
Services

Institute of Dutch 
Academy and 

Research Funding 
Organisation 

(KNAW & NWO) 
since 2005

First 
predecessor 

dates back to 
1964 (Steinmetz 

Foundation), 
Historical Data 
Archive 1989

Mission: promote 
and provide 
permanent 

access to digital 
research 
resources



DANS and RDM

• RDM and DMP training and coaching 
• Within European projects: RDM support, 

data stewardship skills, DMPlanning
• LCRDM working groups, a.o. on DMP 

support 
• H2020 DMP reviewer for Research 

Executive Agency (REA/EC)

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
1120245

http://datasupport.researchdata.nl/ https://www.edugroepen.nl/sites/RDM_
platform/SitePages/Home.aspx https://www.cessda.eu/DMguide

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1120245
http://datasupport.researchdata.nl/
https://www.edugroepen.nl/sites/RDM_platform/SitePages/Home.aspx
https://www.cessda.eu/DMguide


Reviewing DMPs

When you have reviewed (draft) DMPs: how much time did you need on average?
1. Less than 30 minutes
2. 30-60 minutes
3. 60-90 minutes
4. More than 90 minutes



Harmonising funder templates

“Science Europe presents a framework for the 
creation of domain-specific protocols that can                
be used as standardised templates, reducing           
the administrative burden on both researchers, 
research organisations, and funders.”

http://www.scienceeurope.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/01/SE_Guidance_Document_RDMPs.pdf

http://www.scienceeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/SE_Guidance_Document_RDMPs.pdf


DART - DMPs as A Research Tool

• A three-year project run across five universities in the USA

• Developed an analytic rubric to standardize the review of 
data management plans

• Analysed DMPs to inform expansion or development of 
research data services at academic libraries

https://osf.io/kh2y6

https://osf.io/kh2y6


UK rubrics project

Collaboration established by Mary Donaldson to develop rubrics for 
major (UK) research funders.

Very useful summary of the process for writing DMP assessment 
rubrics
• Define the purpose: internal / to provide feedback?
• Develop DMP performance criteria that you would like to use
• Decide how many performance levels you need and what you 

would like them to be
• Develop descriptions of what constitutes the levels of 

performance

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1spKO9Fx0SFjcbYFLhGmuhA6
veX06M5DjWGF_X7toePc/edit

https://research-data-network.readme.io/docs/compliance-tools
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1spKO9Fx0SFjcbYFLhGmuhA6veX06M5DjWGF_X7toePc/edit


Basic framework

Performance criteria 
(based on funder reqs ) Detailed

Performance Levels
Incomplete Not addressed

…

2.1 Findability

2.1.1 Outline the 

discoverability of data 

(metadata provision)

Plan mentions at 

least one specific 

metadata schema 

with its URL

There is insufficient 

information to assess 

which metadata will be 

provided

It is unclear how people 

outside the consortium 

can discover the data

2.1.2. Outline the 

identifiability of data and refer 

to standard identification 

mechanism. 

Plan mentions that 

long-term repository 

will provide DOI

…



Lessons from DART and the UK group

• Each template requires its own rubric.
• When evaluating, assess what the DMP guidelines 

stipulate, not what you think the DMP should include!
• Only assess one aspect with each criterion.
• (Because of this,) Making a rubric is teamwork.

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/IDCC16/Workshop8/Whitmire_DARTPres.pdf

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/IDCC16/Workshop8/Whitmire_DARTPres.pdf


Hooray stories

Who wants to share a good reviewing experience?
What was so good about that DMP? 



Horror stories

And who wants to share a disappointing DMP reviewing story?
What was so bad about that DMP? 



Let’s look at some sample texts



Common themes to address in DMPs

• Data description

• Standards and metadata                      

• Data sharing, accessibility, licensing                              

• Archiving and preservation

• FAIR – but may be interwoven with the above

Based on Sarah Jones: Developing and reviewing Data Management Plans.                                  
DCC-DANS training, Amsterdam, 2017

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/webfm_send/2384


Sample text 1: data description

Unpublished DMP



Sample text 2: DMP narrative

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.936394

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.936394


Sample text 3: data collection

“We will begin fieldwork only after having obtained
clearance from the <relevant> national data protection
authority on the full anonymisation of the interviews.”

Confidential DMP



Sample text 4: data types and formats

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1243736

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1243736


Sample text 5: data types and formats

Confidential DMP



Sample text 6: standards, ethics

Confidential DMP

ESOMAR: formerly known as The European Society for 
Opinion and Market Research
WAPOR: World association for public opinion research 



Sample text 7: accessibility

“Both the collected and the generated data, anonymised or 
fictional, are not envisioned to be made openly accessible.” 

Confidential DMP



Sample text 8: accessibility

Confidential DMP



Sample text 9: licensing source code

“The source code will be released under an open source 
licensing scheme, whenever IPR of the partners is not 
infringed.” 

Confidential DMP



Sample text 10: security

Confidential DMP



Sample text 11: retention period

Confidential DMP



Sample text 12: retention period

Confidential DMP

Specify the length of time for which the data will remain re-usable 

Data will be made available for ten years, from 12 months after the project end in 
line with University Policy and EC Horizon 2020 policies. The metadata will be kept 
indefinitely. 



Sample text 13: DMP as a living document

Confidential DMP



What makes a good DMP?

• Does the plan show data and Open RDM awareness? 
• Is the focus on the data or on publications? 

• A publication that describes the data =/= depositing the data.
• Is Openness on the author’s mind?
• Does the plan distinguish between storing and archiving?

• Does the plan show that data management has many 
stakeholders? IT department, ethics committee, long-term repository...

• Overall approach to DMPlanning
• Is the plan specific, or mainly intentional? 

• “should”, “possibly”, “where suitable/ appropriate/ relevant”… 
• Is the whole project team involved?
• (When) will the DMP be evaluated and updated?



Common themes to address

• Data description

• Standards and metadata                      

• Data sharing, accessibility, licensing                              

• Archiving and preservation

• FAIR – but may be interwoven with the above
Based on Sarah Jones: Developing and reviewing Data Management Plans. DCC-DANS training, 
Amsterdam, 2017

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/webfm_send/2384


Data description

• Is there a full description of the data that will be produced? 
Statistics about the size, quantity and duration help 
reviewers to get a proper sense of scale.

• If third-party data will be reused, or the project will work 
with human subjects, has sharing been considered in the 
consent and licence agreements?

• Is there a clear view on who may use the data? 

Based on Sarah Jones: Developing and reviewing Data Management Plans. DCC-DANS training, 
Amsterdam, 2017

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/webfm_send/2384


Standards and metadata

• Are metadata standards being used?
• If not, what alternative does the plan describe?

• Will sufficient metadata and documentation be provided to 
allow others to find, understand and reuse the data?
• Persistent identifier specified?

• Is the choice of file format explained? Is it clear that 
appropriate decisions have been made?

Based on Sarah Jones: Developing and reviewing Data Management Plans. DCC-DANS training, 
Amsterdam, 2017

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/webfm_send/2384


Data sharing, accessibility, licensing

• Is it clear which data will be shared and with whom?
• Are opportunities to share data openly maximised? e.g. by 

seeking consent to share, anonymising data…
• If data can’t be shared, are the reasons why explained?
• Is it clear that “sharing” means “outside the consortium”?

• How will the data be shared? E.g. through deposit in 
repository? 
• Will usage licences be attached?
• Will there be an explicit process to apply for access to restricted 

data (if any)?

• If an embargo period is planned, is that in line with norms 
for that discipline?

Based on Sarah Jones: Developing and reviewing Data Management Plans. DCC-DANS training, 
Amsterdam, 2017

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/webfm_send/2384


Archiving and preservation

• Will the research data be deposited in a suitable 
community database, repository or archive? 
• Certified as Trustworthy Data Repository?

• Is it clear which data should be preserved and for how 
long?
• Criteria available? 

• Are there any costs associated with preservation, and if so, 
how will these be covered?

Based on Sarah Jones: Developing and reviewing Data Management Plans. DCC-DANS training, 
Amsterdam, 2017

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/webfm_send/2384


Feedback and further suggestions?

More sample texts in this webinar
Public DMPs (for different funders) at DCC or in RIO

Acknowledgements: thanks to all DMP authors and the DCC 

marjan.grootveld@dans.knaw.nl and ellen.leenarts@dans.knaw.nl

https://www.openaire.eu/webinars-on-how-to-write-a-data-management-plan-joint-eudat-openaire-webinar-july-2016
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/data-management-plans/guidance-examples
https://riojournal.com/browse_journal_articles.php?form_name=filter_articles&sortby=0&journal_id=17&search_in_=0&section_type%5B%5D=231
mailto:marjan.grootveld@dans.knaw.nl
mailto:ellen.leenarts@dans.knaw.nl


research
data
netherlands

For more information about the Dutch Data Prize
visit researchdata.nl/en/services/data-prize

Will you be the winner of
the Dutch Data Prize 2018?
Have you made research data accessible for re-use?
Or do you know someone who has?

Nominate yourself, another researcher or a research
group for the Dutch Data Prize 2018!

Go to researchdata.nl to nominate. Deadline July 1st.

The prize:
• a sculpture
• € 5,000 to make

the dataset (even
more) accessible.


